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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION FOR Type TP - TELESCOPIC & FIXED SEATING
 

The seating layout to meet the requirements of BSEN 13200-1 [layout criteria] 

TELESCOPIC PLATFORMS

DESIGN LOADS

In addition to its own weight the structure to be designed to withstand; 
Floor loading: 5kN/Sq.Metre   [104 lbs per sq. ft.]
Horizontal Sway: 7.5%
Max deflection: 1/200 at Design Load.
Side safety rails : 1kN/Metre UDL at 1.1m high. (Adjacent to seats)  [68.3 lbs/ft at 3.61 ft high]
Side safety rails : 1.5kN/Metre UDL at 1.1m high. (Adjacent to aisle)  [102.4 lbs/ft at 3.61 ft high]

The seating system to meet the requirements of;

ICC 300-2007 Telescopic Seating.
BS EN 13200 - 5 Telescopic Stands.
BS 6399 (where applicable)
EN 12727 Seat Testing Methods (Grade 4).

MAIN PLATFORM 

Each main platform assembly (row) to be a lightweight, welded steel space-frame that provides 
strength, stiffness and accuracy to the whole system. Note systems with bolted together platforms will 
Not be acceptable. Each platform assembly is constructed from steel tubes and steel pressings of the 
following sizes;

Front Beam 76 x 76 x 30 x 2mm [3” x 3” x 1.18” x 0.8”]  S275 Pressed Steel Beam.
Rear Beam 195 x 45 x 2.5mm [7.68” x 1.77” x 0.1”]   S275 Pressed Steel Beam.
Supports 50 x 40 x 12.5 x 2 mm [2” x 1.57” x 0.5” x 0.8”]  S275 Pressed Steel ‘Top Hat’ Section.
Other Parts Pressed steel, profiled sections of minimum thickness 3mm.
Finish Cleaned, de-greased and epoxy powder coated, baked at 180C.
 Standard colours: RAL 9005 Satin Black.
Deck (floor) 19mm [0.75”] thick, tongued and grooved, Spruce plywood, bonded to Class 3, BS 

EN314:1993, listed in BS 5268, Part 2, Section 4 for structural building use and 
orientated for grain to run front to back on platform space-frame for extra stiffness. 
Carpet: Ref: Rawson ‘Eurocord’, to client colour choice.

MAIN COLUMNS

Each column is a welded sub-frame with an ‘adjustable cantilever arm’ for height adjustment of 
each row when installed. Systems without adjustable cantilevers will not be acceptable. There are 2 
Main Columns per row of section structure. All columns to be fitted with automatic row latching at floor 
level and vertical restraints at high level.
Each column foot has 4 wheels installed, giving 8 per row in contact with the floor per row of section.

Wheels: 125mm [5”] diameter x 40mm  [1.57”]  width c/w nylon hub, polyurethane tyre & roller 
bearing. Note smaller wheels will not be acceptable.

Column: 100 x 50 x 3.2mm  [4” x 2” x 0.126”]  steel, Rolled Hollow Section.  (Stiffened on 
Rows 10 to 15 with a secondary 50 x 50 x 3mm  [2” x 2” x 0.12”]  steel Rolled Hollow 
Section, and 100 x 50mm  [4” x 2”]   on rows 16 to 19)

Column Foot: 90 x 50 x 3mm  [3.54” x 2” x 0.12”]  S275 Steel Pressed Channel.

Finish:  Cleaned, de-greased and epoxy powder coated, baked at 180C.
  Standard colours: RAL 9005 Satin Black.
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COLUMN BRACES

Each vertical column is braced diagonally with a bolted brace member connecting column to main 
platform assembly.

Brace:  40 x 40 x 3mm  [1.57” x 1.57” x 0.12”]  Steel Angle. (Rows 1 – 5)
Brace:  50 x 50 x 2.5mm  [2” x 2” x 0.1”]  Steel R.H.S. (Rows 6 upwards)

PLATFORM GUIDANCE

Each row is to be aligned by Parallel Guidance Frames working on the ‘scissor’ principle to prevent 
jamming and ensure accurate opening and closing of the telescopic platform.
Guide Arms 40 x 40 x 3mm  [1.57” x 1.57” x 0.12”]  steel angle.
Cross Tube 25 x 25 x 3mm  [1” x 1” x 0.12”]  steel R.H.S.

ROW TO ROW CONTACT

Each row of platforms to transfer load to the row below through moulded nylon Load Transfer Skids, 
to reduce noise and reduce friction during opening and closing operation.

ROW TO ROW LOCKING

Each main column to lock on opening automatically through gravity action latch locks. These also 
prevent accidental closing and allow partial opening of rows.

INTERMEDIATE STEPS

Each spectator aisle is fitted with intermediate half-steps, each 1100mm wide and ½ row rise high to 
ensure safe and easy access up and down the aisle.

Step: 2mm  [0.08”]  S275 Steel Pressing c/w full width extruded aluminium, non-slip nosing 
fixed to front edge c/w integral photo luminescent strips.

Step Frame 2mm  [0.08”]  thick pressed steel, epoxy powder coated finish.

SAFETY RAILS

The ends of each seating block row are fitted with a re-moveable safety rail. Each section is re-moved 
before closing the seating. The rail system to withstand a UDL of 1kN/metre.

Rail:  50 x 20 x 2mm  [2” x 0.79” x 0.08”]  oval shaped steel top tube.
Uprights: 30 x 30 x 2.5mm  [1.18” x 1.18” x 0.1”]  square steel tube.
Infill: Vertical steel tubular members at <100mm  [4”]  spacing. 19 x 19 x 1.6mm  [0.75” x 

0.75” x 0.063”]  Sq. ERW tube
Or
Panels with laminate finish, laminate to be chosen from the Kronospan range.
Or 
Acrylic panels,  tinted grey

Finish:  Cleaned, iron phosphate pre-treatment and epoxy powder to colour choice.
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FRONT FASCIAS

Front fascias to be fitted to the front of each platform to create a closed in, panelled effect when the 
seating platforms are closed.

Fascias 15mm  [0.6”]  thick MDF with laminate finish and edges capped. Laminate to be 
chosen from the Kronospan range.

ROW 1 FASCIA

Kick Panel: 2.5mm  [0.1”]  S275 Steel Profiled full length panel
Finish:  Cleaned, iron phosphate pre-treatment and epoxy powder to colour choice.

SYSTEM OPERATION

Power Operation
End safety rails to be fitted and removed manually. 

Power Operation Unit
Electrical power operation drive units to be fitted under each Row 1 platform assembly.
The system is by the ‘friction drive’ method, driving onto the hall floor with 4 No. vulcanised rubber 
covered, cast iron drive rollers per unit. There is generally one power unit per telescopic platform
module.

Drive Roller: 150 [6”] dia. x 100 [4”] long  (4 driving thro 2 No. drive shafts)
Motor:  3 ph, 240v, 60Hz, 0.5Hp, 1.25 SF, 1425 rpm.
Gearbox: Output Ratio = 87:1.

The drive rollers are chain driven and so adjustment mechanisms are provided on drive shaft 
bearings to re-tension chains (if required). The adjustment mechanisms on the opposite side of the 
power unit are to provide adjustment of tracking on telescopic platform, when extending and 
retracting.

These units are contained safely within the understructure and require no supervision or maintenance 
apart from a greasing of the drive chains and bearings and a checking of chain tension during the 
routine annual maintenance contract.

Control Panel
The power operation units are run from a control panel mounted on the wall behind the telescopic 
platform. The switch gearing for the motors is provided by a Frequency Inverter, which is rated to 
suit the number of electric motors being controlled. The inverter converts the supply to suit the 
motors, which means that the power supply to the seating unit is;

 Power supply rating: Single Phase (1ph), 120v, 60Hz. Current rating dependant on project.

This system provides thermal motor protection, along with variable parameters such as; 
Operating speed. 
Acceleration 
Deceleration.
 
Note: Having a gradual acceleration reduces wear on the drive unit, the seating structure and 
decreases the required starting torque.
The control panel is IP65 rated with a door interlocking power isolating switch.

Control Pendant
A clearly labelled, low voltage pendant control to be supplied to control the motor drive system.
(To extend or retract the telescopic platform units firstly unscrew the sealing cap on the electrical 
socket mounted centrally on the low kickboards. Then screw into place the electrical plug of the 
control pendant.)
The pendant to be supplied with just two arrow marked buttons. Depressing one or the other will 
slowly start the motors to extend or retract the telescopic platform units. While the motors are in 
operation an audible warning sounder mounted on the control panel to function.

The control wiring for the control pendant is low voltage dc.
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CHAIR SYSTEMS

Type  ‘GALLERY 2 PC - SS150’ folddown fully upholstered chairs with armrests, grouped 
in 3 and 4 seat units and manually folded down onto platforms. The folding 
mechanism to be ‘foot operated for unlocking the chairs and to automatically lock 
when the chair is returned to the upright position for use.

Chair Frame Welded tubular and pressed steel, beam mounted design.

Beam 50 x 50 x 2mm  [2” x 2” x 0.08”]  Square, steel tube.

Tip mechanism Near silent, injection moulded plastic c/w neoprene ‘up’ and ‘down’ stops.
The spring activated stop mechanism will be fully enclosed so it cannot trap 
fingers or clothing. (Safe for small children).

Gas Struts Dual action gas struts to be incorporated to assist the lifting of the assembly and 
control the descent speed.

Seat & Back To be laminated, 12mm  [0.47”]  thick, pre-formed plywood construction, contoured 
with 35 CMFR [ Backrest] and 50 CMFR [Seat pan] fabricated foam to suit FR 
Code BS 5852 pt2 (Crib 5)and upholstered with fabric to spec and colour choice

Armrests: Moulded plastic.

Finish Metalwork, iron phosphate pre-treatment + epoxy powder coating, Standard colour 
RAL 9005 Satin Black Texture

Size See layout drawings

Type:  ‘ARTS PC - SS140’ Front beam mounted, fully upholstered Theatre Chair c/w ABS 
contoured armrests. Mounted in groups of 2, 3 and 4 seats The backrest only to 
manually fold down backwards onto telescopic platforms. 
When occupied the folding mechanism must tighten or ‘lock up’ when downwards 
vertical load is applied to the armrests.

Chair Frame: Welded tubular and pressed steel, beam mounted design.

Tip mechanism: Near silent, injection moulded reinforced nylon fully enclosed body c/w neoprene 
‘up’ and ‘down’ stops.
The spring activated stop mechanism is to be fully enclosed so it cannot trap 
fingers or clothing. (Safe for small children).

Seat & Back: To be laminated, 12mm  [0.47”]  thick, pre-formed plywood construction, contoured 
with 35 CMFR [ Backrest] and 50 CMFR [Seat pan] fabricated foam to suit FR 
Code BS 5852 pt2 (Crib 5)and upholstered with fabric to spec and colour choice.
Seat assembly to be removed easily (30 seconds) for maintenance.

Armrests: Moulded plastic.

Finish: Metalwork, iron phosphate pre-treatment + epoxy powder coating, Standard colour 
RAL 9005 Satin Black Texture

 Fabric: Bradbury ‘Flamblend’ to client colour choice.

Seat Crs: 500mm nominal and subject to site survey.
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Type  ‘METRO BY HSW’ folddown padded chairs with armrests, grouped in 3 and 4 seat 
units and manually folded down onto platforms. The folding mechanism to be ‘foot 
operated for unlocking the chairs and to automatically lock when the chair is 
returned to the upright position for use.

Armrests: Moulded plastic, with automatic setting / striking feature.  Manual armrests will not 
be acceptable.
All armrests to be shared for aesthetic reasons, plus the requirement to maximise 
the seat centre, double armrests where chair banks meet will not be acceptable.

Seat Numbers Included

Key Requirements : -

• Seat Pan hinge mechanism / up and down stops must be fully concealed to prevent any 
possibility of finger traps for health and safety reasons.  Chairs with exposed hinge 
mechanisms or up/down stops will not be acceptable.

• Underside of seat pan and rear surface of backrest must be plastic for durability reasons.
• Upholstery to the top surface of the seat pan and front face of the backrest.
• For long term flexibility chairs to be ‘rail based’ so the seating can be easily  re-configured by 

the client at any point in the life time of the installation if required. Chairs that cannot be 
reconfigured will Not be acceptable.

• Writing tablets to have integral ‘Anti Panic’ system to ensure the tablet moves to the shut 
position when the chair is vacated. Chairs without this feature are Not acceptable

Upholstered Benches and Backrests

Bench Upholstered Bench incorporating front fascia with laminate finish.  Laminate to be 
chosen from the Kronospan range.

Backrest Upholstered Backrest in a steel frame.   Note  upholstered backrest, without a steel 
frame to protect all the edges, will not be acceptable for durability reasons..

Fabric  Flamblend range by Bradbury Fabrics or similar.

CONTACT

Hussey Seatway Ltd.,
3 Centurion Way
Crusader Park
Warminster
Wiltshire     BA12 8BT

Tel:  01985 847200
Fax: 01985 847300

E-mail:  info@husseyseatway.com


